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In the review of “Alfurkan Tatarski” by P. Suter published in Manuscripta Orientalia XI/2 I mentioned
new publications that had to do with Kitabistics and that
of manuscripts were published: “The Catalogue of Arabic
Alphabet Manuscripts of Lithuanian Tatars”, compiled by
collection of the Yakub Kolas Central Science Library of
the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus”, compiled
er and is of interest primarily on account of the note for
the majority of them — “purchased in the second-hand
bookshop No. 2 of Minsk”, thus it implies the purchase
of private collections. Let me also add the following
research — “Old Manuscripts of Belarusian Tatars” by
V. Nesciarovich (Vitebsk, 2003). This book is not menserves our attention and it does not contain data, roaming
interesting research of phraseologies it contains transcriptions of fragments from “The Hasianevich Kitab”.
ment of the Library of the Academy of Sciences of Lithuprinted and they were accessible nearly in commercial
circulation only. Its publisher was the same indefatigable
the mentioned catalogues of manuscripts. This publicaa Slavonic or Romanic language: apart from research and
reference material the book reproduces the facsimile of
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the manuscript with parallel Cyrillic transliteration and
translation into Russian and Lithuanian languages. In this
essary elements — original, transliteration and translation — are present under one cover. All the material forestalling the given publication is duplicated in Russian and
Lithuanian languages.
and the necessity for not only transliteration but for
translation also as a means of “criterion of the degree of

of vocabulary and sentence structure”, whereas it is not
about archaicity as it is about the fact that Belarusian-Polsumably from Ottoman. According to the conventional
method of translation of those days they reproduce the
grammatical structure of the language, from which it was
translated (right up to tracing in the case of canonical
In this connection they do not give any reliable notion
of colloquial language of Polish-Lithuanian Tatars of that
epoch. Nevertheless, as the publisher puts it, the search for
Arabic-Turkic sources is in the lap of the future. It would
be interesting to analyze vocabulary and check whether
nian were used?
Then we have the section “Of the manuscript of
a part of it are transliterated (with Roman alphabet) for
the
“Palaeographic description of the manuscript”. The copyis written with one and the same hand. The watermarks
Further, there is the section titled “The peculiarities of
the structure and content of the manuscript”. The publisher suggests that chaotic structure typical for
s may

